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We used whole-head magnetoencephalograpy (MEG) to record changes in neuromagnetic
N100m responses generated in the left and right auditory cortex as a function of the match
between visual and auditory speech signals. Stimuli were auditory-only (AO) and auditory–
visual (AV) presentations of /pi/, /ti/ and /vi/. Three types of intensity matched auditory
stimuli were used: intact speech (Normal), frequency band filtered speech (Band) and
speech-shaped white noise (Noise). The behavioural task was to detect the /vi/ syllables
which comprised 12% of stimuli. N100m responses were measured to averaged /pi/ and /ti/
stimuli. Behavioural data showed that identification of the stimuli was faster and more
accurate for Normal than for Band stimuli, and for Band than for Noise stimuli. Reaction
times were faster for AV than AO stimuli. MEG data showed that in the left hemisphere,
N100m to both AO and AV stimuli was largest for the Normal, smaller for Band and smallest
for Noise stimuli. In the right hemisphere, Normal and Band AO stimuli elicited N100m
responses of quite similar amplitudes, but N100m amplitude to Noise was about half of that.
There was a reduction in N100m for the AV compared to the AO conditions. The size of this
reduction for each stimulus type was same in the left hemisphere but graded in the right
(being largest to the Normal, smaller to the Band and smallest to the Noise stimuli). The
N100m decrease for the Normal stimuli was significantly larger in the right than in the left
hemisphere. We suggest that the effect of processing visual speech seen in the right
hemisphere likely reflects suppression of the auditory response based onAV cues for place of
articulation.
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1. Introduction

Seeing a speaker's articulatory movements improves speech
perception, especially so under unfavourable listening condi-
tions inwhich, e.g., the signal-to-noise ratio is poor (Sumby and
Pollock, 1954). Evidence is accumulating that seeing speech
. Davis).
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influences neural processing in the auditory cortex (Campbell
et al., 2001; Möttönen et al., 2002; Olson et al., 2002; Sams et al.,
1991; Saint-Amour et al., 2007). However, very little is known
about specificity of such influences. Viewing speech might in-
crease general sensitivity of the auditory cortex, or it might
provide very specific cues to modify some aspects of the
.
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processing involved inmatchinganauditory token. In thispaper
we investigate the specificity of the modulation of the auditory
cortex signals caused by viewing speech. Tomeasure theneuro-
physiology of the auditory cortex, we utilized whole-head
magnetoencephalograpy (MEG). As an index of auditory–visual
speech processing we examined the size of the modulation in
the magnitude of the auditory N100 response (henceforth we
will use the term N100m to refer to MEG data and N100 for EEG
data).

TheN100m is reliably elicited around 100ms after the onset
of an auditory input. The most prominent generator of the
N100m is located in the auditory cortex on the lower bank of
the lateral sulcus (Lutkenhöner and Steinsträter, 1998; Kuriki
et al., 1995; Nakasato et al., 1995; Pantev et al., 1990; Rogers
et al., 1990). The amplitude and latency ofN100m is sensitive to
acoustic stimulus features (Näätänen and Picton, 1987; Näätä-
nen and Winkler, 1999). The prominence, consistency and
stability with which the N100m occurs as a consequence of
acoustic inputmake it a useful tool in probing activation of the
auditory cortex.

Recently it has been found that N100/N100m magnitude
can be significantly reduced by an accompanying visual signal
(Klucharev et al., 2003; Besle et al., 2004; vanWassenhove et al.,
2005; Stekelenburg and Vroomen, 2007). The stimuli in these
studies were the auditory and visual signals generated from
the same events (e.g., the signals were generated by a person
talking). Importantly, the reduction effect appears to be related
towhether the visual signal predicts the auditory one.1 Inwhat
follows, we briefly describe the studies that support the view
that prediction of the auditory signal is important factor in the
generation of the reduction effect and consider how this
particular AV effect has been interpreted.

One factor that appears to be important for the AV
reduction of the N100m response is that the visual signal
enables aspects of the auditory one to be predicted. Support for
this proposition comes from two studies in which the visual
signal did not reduce themagnitude of the N100m response. In
the first, Miki et al. (2004) examined the effect on N100m for
processing the vowel /a/ of seeing the talker's articulation.
However, in this study, the visual articulation consisted of a
still photograph of the talker with their mouth closed
(displayed for 800 ms) followed by a photograph of the talker
with an open mouth pronouncing the vowel (the vowel sound
was presented at the onset of the still photograph of the talker
with an open mouth). In this case, the visual speech provided
no preparatory movement from which the auditory speech
could be predicted and there was no N100m reduction effect.
1 Ghazanfar et al. (2005) recorded local field potential activity in
both core and lateral belt regions of the auditory cortex of rhesus
monkeys viewing vocalizing conspecifics and found response
suppression. They noted that more enhanced responses occurred
for shorter voice-onset times, whereas suppressed responses
more often occurred when voice-onset times were longer.
Response depression was thus seen as simply being due to the
asynchrony between the presentation of the face and voice
stimuli. However, in the Miki et al. (2004) study, the still face was
presented 800 ms before the onset of the presentation of the
auditory vowel and no response suppression was found. This
suggests that visual-auditory asynchrony per se is not the only
factor involved.
The other study that found no N100 reduction effect was by
Stekelenburg and Vroomen (2007). In this study, the authors
specifically examined non-speech AV events that either had
natural visual preparatory movements or did not. It was
predicted that if the reduction in N100 required the visual
prediction of auditory onset, then stimuli that provided no
visual anticipatory information should likewise produce no
AV N100 reduction effect. This was what was found: an effect
for stimuli that has visual anticipation; none for stimuli that
did not. Based on this result, Stekelenburg and Vroomen (2007)
proposed that the prediction provided by the visual input
is the crucial property for the suppression of auditory N100
amplitude.

Conversely, the circumstances in which AV presentations
have lead to N100m reductions are consistent with the notion
that the visual signal allows for the prediction of aspects of the
auditory signal. For example, in the experimentof Jääskeläinen
et al. (2004), N100m responses were recorded to the auditory
presentation of two vowels; these N100m responses were
reduced when the vowels were preceded by silent movies of a
person articulation them compared to when presented with-
out a preceding stimulus. The study ofMartikainen et al. (2005)
also provides evidence that prediction is an important factor in
response reduction. In this study participants either triggered
the (non-speech) stimulus by themselves by a button press, or
the stimulus was triggered externally. N100m amplitude was
reduced in the former condition compared to the latter.

Three types of proposals have been advanced for why a
reduction in N100 response occurs when the visual input
predicts the auditory signal: auditory facilitation (Besle et al.
2004, Giard and Peronnet, 1999); sensory gating (Stekelenburg
and Vroomen, 2007; van Wassenhove et al., 2005) and motor
mediation (Callan et al., 2003; Skipper et al., 2007).2 The auditory
facilitation account suggests that N100 is reduced because the
visual speech signal pre-activates phonetic units in the
auditory cortex (possibly via the Superior Temporal Sulcus)
and this results in less energetic demand for subsequent
auditory processing (e.g., Besle et al., 2004).We interpret this to
mean that visual processing adapts the same phonetically-
specific neurons in the auditory cortex that are also activated
by the auditory speech. The sensory gating account proposes
that visual speech information indicates which aspects of the
subsequent auditory signal are redundant (such as informa-
tion about place of articulation carried by the second and third
formants) and that this redundant information is filtered out
by deactivating of auditory cortex processing of that informa-
tion (van Wassenhove et al., 2005). The motor mediation
account is similar to the sensory gating one as it also proposes
that visual speech selectively deactivates processing in the
auditory cortex. In the motor account, it is proposed that
observed speech activates articulatory motor programs
2 The categorization of approaches can be confusing unless
functional interpretations of the AV interaction are separated
from electrophysiological ones. For example, Stekelenburg and
Vroomen (2007) grouped Besle et al. (2004) with van Wassenhove
et al. (2005) as both auditory facilitation proposals whereas we
classified the latter as a gating account. The reason for the
difference is that Stekelenburg and Vroomen considered func-
tional interpretations of AV interaction; whereas we considered
the proposed mechanisms of N100 response reduction.



Table 1 – Upper panel: mean response times (ms) and
standard errors for detecting the /vi/ stimulus as a
function of Presentation mode: Auditory Only (AO) and
Auditory–Visual (AV)

Stimulus
type

Presentation mode: hits
(SEM)

AV
effect

AO AV

Response time
Normal 810 (33.3) 734 (35.6) 76
Band 806 (31.9) 756 (31.1) 46
Noise 883 (43.8) 807 (38.3) 50

Hits
Normal 98.4 (1.0) 98.5 (1.9) 0.1
Band 91.1 (2.7) 95.8 (1.6) 4.6
Noise 87.2 (5.0) 90.8 (3.7) 3.6

Lower panel: mean numbers of hits and standard errors for the /vi/
stimulus as a function of Presentation mode.

3 Only the data from participants whose MEG data were
analysed were included.
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(possibly via so-called mirror neurons in Broca's area, e.g.,
Callan et al., 2003; Calvert and Campbell, 2003; Skipper et al.,
2007;Watkins and Paus, 2004) and it is these that act to depress
subsequent auditory processing via the activation of a forward
model (or efference copy, see Callan et al., 2003; Heinks-
Maldonado et al., 2006). The current study aimed to decide
between the interpretations. Given the broad similarity of the
two latter accounts (and that they most likely make very
similar predictions), they will be considered together.

Just as changes in the N100m to different auditory signals
have been used to investigate auditory processing (e.g.,
Parviainen et al., 2005), changes in this auditory–visual (AV)
reductioneffect todifferentAVsignals shouldprovideawindow
into AV processing. Thus, in order to test between the accounts,
the current experiment examined the N100m responses for
three AV conditions that manipulated the auditory signal to
variously alter the degree of “overlap” between the visual and
auditory stimuli. Three different types of auditory stimuli were
used in conjunction with visual speech: natural speech stimuli;
frequency band reduced stimuli and speech amplitude shaped
white noise. The rationale for using the latter two types of
stimuliwas to alter thematch betweenwhatmight be predicted
from the visual speech signal and the subsequent auditory one.
That is, compared to natural speech, in the frequency band
reduced stimuli (see Experimental procedures for details)
temporal and amplitude information in each frequency band
is preserved but the spectral detail in each band is absent
(Shannon et al., 1995). An even greater mismatch between the
visual and auditory signals occurs for the speech amplitude
shaped white noise stimuli, since these stimuli retain only the
gross temporal properties of speech without spectral content.

Under the auditory facilitation account, the degree of
response reduction is a function of the degree to which the
visual signal has pre-activated phonetic units. In this regard,
the effect is essentially driven by the visual stimulus, i.e., the
reduction in N100m is due to savings in processing produced
by thevisual signal. Since the samevisual stimuliwereused for
each the three AV conditions, this would predict that the
amount of AV N100m response depression (relative to the AO
N100m response) should be similar for the three types of
auditory stimuli. That is, although the magnitude of the AO
N100m response might be different for the three types of
auditory stimuli (reflecting the stimulus-driven activation of
different sized neural populations), the visual facilitation of
these activated populations should be similar. On the other
hand, in both the gating and motor mediation accounts, the
degree of N100m depression is a function of the overlap of
processes triggered by the visual speech and those by the
auditory signal. This would predict that relatively greater
depression would be seen in responses to subsequent natural
speech stimuli than to the broad-band noise stimuli, since for
natural speech, there would be a better match between those
processes triggered by visual speech and the subsequent
auditory response (i.e., the noise stimuli would have frequen-
cies outside the expected range and the response to these
wouldbeunaffectedbydepressionbasedon thevisual speech).

A final issue regarding the expected pattern of auditory re-
sponse depression for the three types of auditory stimuli con-
cerns whether there are hemispheric differences in the degree
of depression. Although certain aspects of speech processing
appear to be lateralized to the left cerebral hemisphere, the
degree to which auditory properties are predicted by the visual
ones might vary with respect to the type of processing carried
out by the eachhemisphere. In terms of processing timescale, it
has been suggested that visual speech information primarily
provides cues to place of articulation that are distributed over
moderately long duration windows and are trans-segmental
(Grant et al., 2004a,b). For auditory speech, relatively long
processing timescales have been proposed for the right hemi-
sphere (Boemio et al., 2005) whereas an advantage for temporal
resolution at a shorter timescale has been proposed for the left
hemisphere (e.g., Nicholls et al., 1999; Nicholls, 1996; Liégeois-
Chauvel et al., 2001; Poeppel, 2003; Schönwiesner et al., 2005;
Jamison et al., 2006). Recently, the extent to which the left
hemisphere is specialized for processing (rapid) temporal
properties of sounds has been questioned (Hickok and Poeppel,
2007). However there is greater consensus that the right
hemisphere preferentially processes sounds of a longer dura-
tion (and small spectral changes). Given that a greater temporal
processing correspondence between visual and auditory speech
processing occurs in the right hemisphere and that the reduc-
tion inN100m indexes theoverlap of visual and auditory speech
processing, it is expected that there are hemispheric differences
in N100m response depression. Specifically, auditory depres-
sionmight be greater in the right hemisphere (at least for natu-
ral speech).
2. Results

2.1. Behavioural results

On average participants detected 91% of the small faint white
dots on the stimulus face, suggesting that they attended the
visual stimuli. Mean response times (RTs) to the /vi/ syllables
for each auditory stimulus type and in different presentation
modes are shown in Table 1 (top panel).3 ANOVA showed
a significant main effect of Stimulus Type (mean values:
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Normal=772 ms; Band=781 ms; Noise=845 ms) on the RTs
[F(2,16)=3.67, pb0.05]. There was also a significant effect of
Presentation mode, with AV stimuli eliciting faster responses
than AO stimuli [F(1,16)=15.16, pb0.05]. There was no signifi-
cant interaction between the Stimulus Type and the Presenta-
tion mode [F(2,16)=0.85, p>0.05].

The mean percentage of detected /vi/ syllables is shown in
Table 1 (bottom panel). Once again, there was a significant
main effect of Stimulus Type (Normal=98.5%, Band=93.5%,
Noise=89.0%) [F(2,16)=4.11, pb0.05]. The effect of Presentation
Mode was not significant, but there was a weak tendency for
more hits for the AV stimuli [F(1,16)=2.0, p=0.18]. There was no
Fig. 1 – Grand average auditory evoked fields from the left and rig
AO stimuli are red; those to AV stimuli are blue.
significant interaction between Stimulus Type and the Pre-
sentation Mode [F(2,16)=1.33, p>0.05].

2.2. MEG results

Fig. 1 shows the grand average N100m responses over the left
and right hemispheres for the different Stimulus types and
Presentation mode.

Mean amplitudes are shown in Table 2. In the left hemi-
sphere, the Normal stimuli elicited the largest N100m, both for
AO and AV conditions. Also for these conditions, the N100m
was second largest for the Band stimuli and smallest for the
ht hemispheres to both the /ti/ and /pi/ stimuli. Responses to



Table 2 – N100m mean amplitudes (fT/cm) for different
AO and AV stimuli in the left and right hemispheres

Stimulus
type

Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

AO AV AO AV

Normal 57.4 (10.4) 47.5 (10.1) 37.9 (7.2) 22.4 (5.1)
Band 39.2 (5.3) 32.1 (4.0) 34.4 (5.8) 25.1 (4.9)
Noise 19.6 (2.0) 16.8 (4.1) 27.4 (4.6) 22.5 (3.4)

Table 4 – Number of subjects (out of nine) that showed
smaller N100m amplitude in the AV than in AO condition

Stimulus type Left hemisphere Right hemisphere

Normal 6/9 9/9
Band 7/9 7/9
Noise 5/9 8/9
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Noise stimuli. In the right hemisphere, Normal and Band AO
stimuli elicited N100m responses of quite similar amplitudes,
with the N100m amplitude to Noise less but larger than that in
the left hemisphere. The amplitude of N100m elicited by
Normal and Band stimuli was smaller in the AV than in the AO
condition. This reduction effect appeared to be more pro-
nounced in the right than in the left hemisphere.

Results of the ANOVA of N100m mean amplitudes are
shown in Table 3. As can be seen in the table, the main effect
of the Stimulus Type was significant [F(2,16)=9.94, pb0.05], as
were the main effect of Presentation mode (AO vs AV) [F(2,16)=
16.37, pb0.05] and the Presentation modeb0.05]. Presentation
mode>0.05]. Post-hoc tests revealed that the difference
between the AO and AV conditions for the Normal and Band
stimuli was significant [pb0.05 for both]. However, this
difference was not significant for the Noise stimuli [p>0.05].
The Stimulus Type×Hemisphere interaction was also signifi-
cant [F(2,16)=13.51, pb0.01] and a post-hoc test showed that in
the left hemisphere, response to the Normal speech stimuli
significantly differed from that to the Band and Noise stimuli
(pb0.01 for both). In the right hemisphere none of the three
possible contrasts was significant.

Table 4 shows the number of the subjects whose N100m
was smaller in the AV than in the AO condition. Pooled over
different auditory stimulus types, smaller responses to AV
stimuli were found in the right hemisphere in 8/9 subjects,
and in the left hemisphere in 6/9 of the subjects. The most
consistent decrease was observed in the right hemisphere for
the Normal speech stimuli (9/9 subjects), and the least consis-
tent in the left hemisphere for the Noise stimuli (5/9 subjects).

In what follows we present two measures relating to the
decrease in the N100m response due to the presence of visual
speech, the absolute decrease and the decrease ratio. The
absolute decrease score indicates the overall difference in the
size of the active populations between the AO and AV condi-
tions and was determined by taking the algebraic difference
between N100 peak amplitude in the AO and AV conditions.
The decrease ratio indicates the sensitivity of the activated
Table 3 – Results of a three way ANOVA of N100m mean
amplitudes for the factors Stimulus type (1), Presentation
mode (2) and Hemisphere (3)

Factors df effect df error F p-level

1 2 16 9.940 0.002
2 1 8 16.377 0.004
3 1 8 2.125 0.183
1×2 2 16 4.547 0.027
1×3 2 16 13.510 0.000
2×3 1 8 4.069 0.078
1×2×3 2 16 0.335 0.721
population of neurones to the visual stimuli. This ratio was
determined by dividing the absolute decrease score by the AO
score and multiplying by 100. Since this measure takes into
account the magnitude of the AO response, it provides a more
appropriate index with which to evaluate the auditory
facilitation and gating/motor mediation accounts.

Table 5 shows the results of the ANOVA conductedwith the
absolute decrease scores. As can be seen, the main effect of
Hemisphere was not quite significant [F(1,8)=4.07, p=0.08], but
the effect of Stimulus Type was [F(2,16)=4.55, pb0.05].

Fig. 2 shows thedecreased ratio scoresandTable6 the results
of the ANOVA of decrease ratios. There was a significant dif-
ference for the Hemisphere factor [F(2,16)=10.68, pb0.05], but not
for Stimulus Type [F>1]. This pattern can be readily interpreted
with reference to Fig. 2. As can be seen, in the right hemisphere
themagnitude of the decrease ratiosweremore pronounced for
Normal and Band stimuli with the amount for Noise the stimuli
less (the values of all stimulus types in the left hemisphere
similar to that for the right hemisphere Noise stimuli).

Planned comparison showed that for all auditory stimulus
types, the size of the decrease ratio differed significantly from
zero [Normal: t(8)=6.79, pb0.05), Band: t(8)=3.27, pb0.05, Noise:
t(8)=3.26, pb0.05]. There was a significant difference between
the decrease ratios for the Band and Normal Speech stimuli
contrasted with the Noise stimuli for the right, but not for the
left hemisphere. In the right hemisphere the difference in
decrease ratios for theNormal andNoise stimuliwas significant
(pb0.05). These results suggest that for the right hemisphere
there was a qualitative difference between the population of
neurones activated by the more speech-like stimuli and those
by non-speech. That is, the populations activated by the more
speech-like stimuli were more prone to the influence of visual
speech than the populations activated by noise.

In the left hemisphere, the decrease of the N100m
amplitude elicited by Noise stimuli did not differ from zero,
due to very large variability of the measure (t(8)=0.76, p>0.05).
Decrease of the N100m amplitude elicited by Normal stimuli
was significant [t(8)=2.39, pb0.05]. Decrease of the N100m
elicited by the Band stimuli was also significant [t(8)=3.44,
Table 5 – Results of the repeated measures ANOVA for
the absolute decrease (algebraic difference between N100
peak amplitude in the auditory and audio-visual
conditions)

Factors df effect df error F p-level

1 2 16 4.547 0.027
2 1 8 4.069 0.078
1×2 2 16 0.335 0.721

Factor 1 — Stimulus type; 2 — Hemisphere.



Fig. 2 – Mean decrease of the N100m amplitude due to the
processing of the visual speech stimuli ((AO−AV)/AO)*100)
for the different stimulus types.
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pb0.05]. Overall, themean decrease valueswere similar for the
different auditory stimulus types.

The difference between the decreases in the right and left
hemispheres was significant for the Normal stimuli [t(8)=4.97,
pb0.05] but not for the Band stimuli [t=1.83, p>0.05] and Noise
stimuli [t(8)=0.73, p>0.05]. ANOVA showed that the factor of
Stimulus Type was not significant [F(2,16)=1.06, p>0.05],
whereas the Hemisphere factor was [F(2,16)=10.68, pb0.05].
Table 6 – Results of the repeated measures ANOVA for
the decrease rate ((AO−AV)/AO*100)

Factors Effect Error F p-level

1 2 16 1.062 0.369
2 1 8 10.678 0.011
1×2 2 16 1.340 0.290

Factor 1 — Stimulus type; 2 — Hemisphere.
3. Discussion

The current study varied the overlap between the visual and
auditory speech signals in order to examine two different
accounts of the visual speech reduction of the auditory N100m
response (the auditory facilitation and the gating/motormedia-
tion accounts). The prediction for the auditory facilitation
account was for equal-sized reduction across the three types
of auditory stimuli; whereas the prediction for the gating/motor
mediation account was for reductions graded by the degree of
theoverlap between visual and auditory speechprocessing (e.g.,
greater reduction for theNormal compared to theNoise stimuli).

The results from the behavioural task demonstrated an
effect of Stimulus Type. Response times and identification
accuracy varied as a function of the reduction in the speech
signal: responses to intact speech being fastest and attracting
the lowest number of misses. There was also a visual speech
effect, AV stimuli eliciting faster responses than AO stimuli.
There was, however, no significant Stimulus Type×Presenta-
tion mode interaction, indicating that the effect of visual
speech was similar across stimulus type.

In the MEG data, there were main effects of Stimulus Type
and Presentation mode for the decrease ration scores. The
pattern in the reduction of N100mwith the AV stimulus types
varied across the left and right hemispheres. In the left
hemisphere, the size of reduction was similar across stimulus
type. In the right hemisphere, the reduction was graded, with
the largest reduction for the Normal, less reduction for the
Band and less still for the Noise stimuli. In our view, the dif-
ferent pattern of reductions across the hemispheres is proble-
matic for the auditory facilitation account (which predicted
equal-sized reduction) and more compatible with the gating/
motor mediation account in which reduction can vary accord-
ing to the overlap between the processes triggered by visual
and auditory speech. However, in order to evaluate this
account, it is necessary to consider the likely overlap of visual
and auditory speechprocessing. As a first step in doing this,we
consider what the data reveal about AO processing with
regards to how auditory processing is affected by stimulus
type and how this varies in the different hemispheres.

As the auditory signal varied across stimulus type, the AO
N100m results can be taken to show how each hemisphere
responded to the different auditory stimuli. The overall AO
N100m response was generally larger in the left than the right
hemisphere, although this pattern was reversed for the Noise
stimuli. In the left hemisphere, N100m was largest for the
intact speech stimuli and progressively smaller when the
speech properties of the stimuli were reduced. This pattern in
the size of N100m indicates that the left hemisphere was
sensitive to a broad range of speech features present in the
signal and when these were reduced (e.g., in the Band and
Noise conditions), the size of the N100m was reduced. This
finding is consistent with that of a previous MEG study
(Parviainen et al., 2005). Parviainen and colleagues examined
the N100m response to two synthetic vowels, synthetic
consonant–vowel syllables and variously matched non-
speech sounds that either contained the first three formant
frequencies of the speech sounds or one formant frequency
(F2). A larger N100m response was observed for the synthetic
speech stimuli in the left hemisphere (but not the right) and it
was suggested that the neurons in the left hemisphere are
more sensitive to stimuli that formed phonetically relevant
arrangements of acoustic features (see also Scott et al. 2000).

In the right hemisphere, the AO N100m responses were
generally smaller (similar in size to the Band condition in the
left hemisphere) and the differences between the stimulus
types was less marked (similar sized reduction for the Normal
and Band stimuli, which were larger than that for the Noise
stimuli). This pattern suggests that, compared to the left
hemisphere, the rightmay be less sensitive to particular signal
properties (e.g., features signalled by rapid signal change,
such as cues for voicing, Trébuchon-Da Fonseca et al., 2005;
Sandmann et al., 2007). On the other hand, the right hemi-
spheremight bemore sensitive to degraded speech (Liikkanen
et al., 2007) in which the slow temporal features of the speech
envelope have been relatively emphasised (Abrams et al.,
2008), hence the larger N100m in the right hemisphere to the
Noise stimuli. The difference between the hemispheres in the
N100m response patterns observed across stimulus type is
consistent with the proposition of hemispheric asymmetries
in information processing in which the left hemisphere codes
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for memory traces of acoustic templates for speech sounds
formed in this hemisphere (Shtyrov et al., 2000) and this may
assist in processing rapid changes in auditory stimuli (Hutsler
and Galuske, 2003).

To summarize the interpretation of the AO results, it is
suggested that the left hemisphere is sensitive tomore speech
features than the right hemisphere (e.g., those involving rapid
changes), so the right hemisphere response was smaller to
speech, but supplemented in the Band and Noise conditions
by an additional sensitivity to non-speech features. This pat-
tern of N100m for AO presentations serves as the basis for
understanding the pattern of response reduction for the AV
conditions. In evaluating the proposal that the overlap of AV
information was responsible for the pattern of N100m reduc-
tion over stimulus type and hemisphere, it is important to
note what the relevant information was. Auditory speech
provides information about place and manner of articulation
and voicing whereas the place cue4 is the primary information
available from the visual signal (Grant et al., 2004a). Thus it
seems likely that it was the combined AV information
provided by the place cue that played a role in generating
the reduction in the N100m response.

To explain the left and right hemisphere AV reduction
results in terms of the overlap betweenvisual and auditory cues
to place, it is necessary to specify the nature of the place cues
that may have been used. There are several important acoustic
features that distinguish place in initial stop consonants,
properties of the initial release burst (frequency spectrum;
burst amplitude, frication, aspiration) and the dynamic trans-
segmental formant transition that follows (e.g., Hazan and
Rosen, 1991; Greenberg and Arai, 2004). These two types of
property differ in their temporal deployment and this may
bias how they are processed in the different hemispheres. For
instance, a number of studies (Belin et al., 1998; Boemio et al.,
2005; Schönwiesner et al., 2005; Jamison et al., 2006) have
suggested that the timescale over which this information
processing is integrated in the right hemisphere is longer than
the left; given this, then processing of trans-segmental speech
information would be more suited to the right than left
hemisphere.5 Additionally, it has been proposed that the right
hemisphere may be more sensitive to spectral information
(e.g., Zatorre and Belin, 2001;Hydeet al., 2008). These processing
properties suggest that the left hemisphere might be more
4 We focus upon place cues here because visual speech typically
provides information about place of articulation whereas manner
information is often provided by auditory speech. However, it
must be pointed out that place and manner are imperfectly
related to visibility. Thus although only place cues are mentioned,
we acknowledge that visual cues for manner might also be
present.
5 One proposal that has provided estimates for the preferential

time spans of processing in the left and right hemispheres is the
Asymmetric Sampling in Time theory (Poeppel, 2003). In this
account the auditory cortices preferentially sample at rates tuned
to fundamental speech units: integration of auditory signals in
the left auditory cortex preferentially occurs on approximately
phoneme length segments (i.e., 20–50 ms) whereas the prefer-
entially integration time period for the right auditory cortex is in
the order of 100–300 ms (allowing sensitivity to slower acoustic
modulations). Recent support for such asymmetric sampling
comes from Giraud et al. (2007).
sensitive to properties of the initial release burst whereas the
right hemisphere might be more sensitive to trans-segmental
place cues (syllable-sized; spanning several phonetic segments)
that are associated with the dynamic patterns of the trans-
segmental formant transitions that bind consonants and
vowels (Greenberg and Arai, 2004).6 (Greenberg and Arai, 2004).

It was suggested above that hemispheric differences might
have lead to variation in the processing of auditory properties.
There is also evidence to suggest that the processing of visual
speech may be different in the two hemispheres (more later-
alized to the right hemisphere). For instance, Grant et al.
(2004a,b) haveproposed that visual speechplaceof articulation
cues are deployed across multiple segments over relatively
long duration windows. Moreover Wright et al. (2003) have
shown that cortical activation to visual speech occurs primar-
ily in the right hemisphere (posterior STS). Likewise Diesch
(1995) presented visual speech stimuli to different hemifields
in a McGurk paradigm and argued that the results indicated
that the auditory–visual integrationprocess ismore lateralized
to the right hemisphere.

Taking the above auditory and visual processing character-
istics in each hemisphere into account allows a more prin-
cipled review of the pattern of AV N100m reduction. Consider
the pattern of N100m reduction in the left hemisphere (weaker
than the right with little change in the reduction from the
Normal to Band stimuli). The overall weaker reduction effect
could be due to the presumed overall weaker influence of
visual speech in the left hemisphere. That the bandmanipula-
tion did not affect the size of AV reduction in the left
hemisphere might be because the left hemisphere responds
more to the burst release cue for place,which is less affected by
the Bandmanipulation. That is, although Shannon et al. (1995)
have shown that place information is degraded by the band
manipulation this disruption is more likely to affect the trans-
segmental cue as it is spectral information that is degraded in
the Band stimuli. The idea that the right hemisphere responds
more to the trans-segmental place cue would also explain why
there is a more graded reduction in the right hemisphere as a
function of stimulus type (as this auditory cue for place is
degraded in the Band andNoise stimuli). In summary then, the
pattern of the reduction in the N100m response can be well
described by taking into account possible difference in the
hemispheric processing of the speech features jointly involved
in auditory and visual processing and the effects of the
stimulus manipulation.

The general idea in the gating/motormediation view is that
the N100m should be reduced when there is a mismatch
between what could be expected on the basis of the visual
signal and the auditory signal. Recently, Stekelenburg and
Vroomen (2007) used pairs of congruent and incongruent
AV speech pairings (auditory /fu/ combined with visual /bi/,
6 Note that we are not suggesting that division of hemispheric
separation in the progressing of these cues is complete; indeed
there is evidence that formant transition cues per se that occur
over a period of 50 ms are processed in the left hemisphere and
for some stimuli these can result in reduction of the N100m
(Jääskeläinen et al., 2008). What we are suggesting is similar to
Poeppel (2001) who proposed that processing of the initia
formant transitions occurs in the left hemisphere whereas the
processing of CV syllables occurs in the right hemisphere.
,

l
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auditory /bi/ combined with visual /fu/) and it appeared that
AV congruity of these pairs did not affect the amount of
reduction in the N100m response. This finding suggests that
the measure of the reduction in N100m is a rather course one
(as /fu/ and /bi/ the items used, differ on numerous dimen-
sions). However, before this could be concluded, the results of
Stekelenburg and Vroomen would need to be broken down by
left and right hemisphere sources, as the current results have
shown that the left hemisphere was insensitive to differences
in stimulus type, so a whole-head measure would mask any
potential differences.

In conclusion, the results of the current study showed that
whereas the size of the N100m was greater for AO stimuli in
the left hemisphere, its reduction for AV stimulus was larger
in the right. Furthermore, whereas this reduction was
constant in the left hemisphere, it was graded in the right
(occurring most for the stimuli that had spectral structure).
Following Parviainen et al. (2005) and Jamison et al. (2006) it
was suggested that the greater N100m amplitude in the left
hemisphere for AO normal speech might be due to this
hemisphere's sensitivity to phonetically relevant arrange-
ments of acoustic features. On the other hand, it was proposed
that the greater reduction in the right hemisphere for AV
normal speech reflects this hemisphere's sensitivity to AV
cues for place of articulation such that the auditory response
was suppressed due to the match between the expected and
received auditory speech signal.
4. Experimental procedures

4.1. Subjects

Fourteen subjects (mean age 22; 6 females) participated in the
experiment. All subjects reported normal hearing and normal
or corrected vision. All but one subject were native Finnish
speakers. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

4.2. Stimuli

Two auditory and audio-visual syllables (/pi/, /ti/) were se-
lected for the MEG analysis on the basis that they had similar
amplitude envelopes (see Fig. 3). A third syllable /vi/ was
selected as a target in the behavioural experiment as its visual
Fig. 3 – Power envelopes for the Normal /ti/ and /pi/ stimuli. The
inner curve high frequency power (>3 kHz). Only the /ti/ and /pi/
analysis.
articulation was easy to distinguish. A colour digital video of
a Finnish female producing these syllables was recorded
(PAL format, 25 frames per second, sound sampling frequency
48,000Hz). Auditory stimuliwerepresentedbinaurally through
plastic tubes and earpieces at a sound intensity that was
adjusted to be at a comfortable listening level (65–75 dB SPL).

Visual stimuli were back-projected onto a screen directly in
front the subject. The onset of preparatory visual articulation
preceded the auditory stimulus onset by 20 ms for /pi/, 100 ms
for /ti/ and 100 ms for /vi/. The view was frontal, including
head and upper part of shoulders. Clips were digitized and
presented as sequences of images. Images were cropped to
remove facial features from and above the eyes and filtered to
lessen the contribution of high spatial frequency edges. The
contribution of the dark regions of the nostrils was contrast
reduced (see Fig. 4).

Three versions of each auditory stimuluswere constructed,
1) an unadjusted Normal version, 2) a Band version in which
temporal and amplitude cues were preserved in four spectral
bands (50–800 Hz, 800–1500 Hz, 1500–2500 Hz, 2500–4000 Hz) by
using the amplitude envelope to modulate each band but the
spectral detail within each band was replaced by white noise,
i.e., white noise filtered with the same bandwidth as each fre-
quency band (see Shannon et al., 1995), and 3) a Noise version in
which theoverall amplitude envelopwas filledwithwhite noise
(see Schroeder, 1968). The peak stimulus intensities were then
normalized. Two versions of each stimulus were constructed:
An Auditory Only version (AO) and an Auditory–Visual version
(AV). In the AO version, the subject was presented with a still
frame from the video in which the talker's mouth was closed
(top row Fig. 4).

4.3. Data recording and processing

The neuromagnetic responses were recorded in a shielded
room with 306-channel whole-head MEG recording device
(Neuromag,Vectorview) in the LowTemperature Lab ofHelsinki
University of Technology. MEG was recorded with a passband
0.03–200Hz,digitizedat 600Hzandonlineaveraged from200ms
before till 400 ms after the onset of the auditory token. Eye
movementsweremonitoredwithanelectrodeplacedaboveand
below right eye canthus and near the corners of left and right
eyes. Trials containing large amplitude MEG or EOG signals
(>3000 fT/cmand >150 μV respectively) were not included in the
thicker upper curve represents total power and the thinner
stimuli (Normal, Band and Noise) were used in the MEG



Fig. 5 – An example of the channels selected for one subject
(Normal stimuli, Auditory Only presentation).
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averages. 120–190 responses were averaged for each stimulus
category.

Averaged evoked responses were low-pass filtered at 45 Hz.
For each subject, six gradiometer pairs showing maximal
N100m responses were selected over each hemisphere. An
example of the selection of channels for one subject (Normal
stimuli, Auditory only presentation) is shown in Fig. 5. A
vector sum was calculated for each six gradiometer pair, and
these vector sums were averaged. After these operations, we
had two spatially averaged responses over each hemisphere
(Fig. 5). These averages were baselined from −100 to 0 ms,
relative to the auditory stimulus onset.

N100m amplitude peaks were defined visually. Because
this was not possible for all different stimuli in the data of
five subjects (including three females), their data were not
analysed. For the remaining nine subjects, N100m amplitudes
were measured over 23-ms interval around the peak of
N100m. These values were subjected to three-way ANOVA
with factors Stimulus Type (Normal/Band/Noise), Presenta-
tion mode (AO/AV), Hemisphere (Left/Right). To compare the
effect of processing visual speech on the N100m responses
elicited by different types of auditory stimuli, this effect was
Fig. 4 – An example of one the stimuli (Normal /pi/). The top row shows the same initial frame displayed in AO condition. The
next row shows five frames from throughout the video (from the first to last frame). The third row shows the corresponding
acoustic speech waveform and the bottom row the corresponding spectrogram. The blue lines indicate the position of the
corresponding video frames and the acoustic speech signal.
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calculated using the following formula: ((AO−AV)/AO) ⁎100.
Obtained values were then subjected to ANOVA.

4.4. Procedure

Subjects were studied in amagnetically shielded room. Cortical
activation elicited by the stimuli was measured using a whole-
head 306-channel neuromagnetometer. The subject's head
position with respect to the sensors was located by measuring
themagnetic field producedby small currents delivered to three
coils attached to the scalp. The location of the coils with respect
to the nasion and periauricular points was determined by a
three dimensional digitizer. The subjects' taskwas to detect the
/vi/ syllables, which occurred approximately once in every eight
trials and formed 12% of trials. Subjects signalled detection by
lifting their righthand index finger.These trialswerenotused in
MEGanalysis.Different typesofauditory stimuliwerepresented
in the same block. The Noise stimuli were always presented
first, and then theBandstimuli andNormal stimuliwere the last
(this order of presenting the reduced speech version first was
used in order to minimize the effects of stimulus repetition).
Inter-trial intervals varied pseudo-randomly from 355 to
1006 ms. Within each block, AO and AV stimuli were presented
in a random order. Stimuli were presented using the Presenta-
tion display software. Stimuli were presented until more than
120 valid MEG trials were collected for each AO and AV stimuli.
The experiment paused after 10–20 stimuli and continuedwhen
the subject lifted their finger. To make sure that subjects paid
attention to the visual face stimulus, they were instructed to
monitor for the presence of an infrequent small and faint white
dot that appeared briefly on the face (just below the nose). The
detection of the white dot was signalled by a finger lift. The
white dot appeared in approximately 3% of the stimuli. These
trials were not included in MEG averages.
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